Kenneth Gibson was Newark’s first African American mayor. He was born in Alabama in 1932. While living in Enterprise, Alabama, Gibson’s father, Willie, suffered from discrimination at his job. His pay was unfairly cut by his white employer because the Gibson household had a luxury that upset Willie Gibson’s boss. “The people that he worked for got jealous because we had an indoor bathroom and they didn’t,” Gibson said. Due to his pay cut and lack of opportunities for African Americans in the South, Willie Gibson chose to move his family North. The Gibsons were like many other black families who left the South for new homes in the North during the 20th century during the Great Migration.

Between 1916 and 1970, more than 6 million African Americans moved out of the rural Southern United States. African Americans were driven from their homes by poor economic opportunities and harsh segregationist laws. This was called the Great Migration.

In 1940, at the age of 8, Gibson moved to Newark’s Central Ward with his parents, and younger brother Harold. His father Willie worked in the Swift packing plant in Kearny and his mother Daisy worked as a seamstress. As a child, Gibson attended the Monmouth Street School and Cleveland Junior High School. He graduated from Central High School in 1950, the same year that he entered the Newark College of Engineering, which is now known as NJIT. Gibson decided to go to college, even though he was encouraged to pursue a trade instead. “I decided that anybody who told me that I couldn’t do something, that was the reason I was going to do it,” he said.

Gibson’s college education was interrupted by work and by his service in the military. From 1956 to 1958, Gibson served in Hawaii with the 65th Engineer Battalion of the United States Army; otherwise he was employed in Newark as a Highway Department engineer from 1950 to 1960. He became Chief Engineer of the Newark Housing Authority in 1960 and remained in that position for six years, all while attending Newark College of Engineering (NJIT) where he graduated with a degree in Civil Engineering in 1962. After obtaining his degree, Gibson served as Newark Chief Structural Engineer from 1966 until 1970.
“Wherever American cities are going, Newark will get there first.”
KEN GIBSON

Kenneth Gibson entered politics in the 1960s, during the Civil Rights Movement, by joining the National Urban League, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE).

The Civil Rights Movement was a nationwide effort by African Americans to achieve equal treatment under the law.

“What people don’t understand is that segregation didn’t just exist in the South,” said Gibson. Even in Newark, African Americans had to sit in the balcony in movie theaters and were not welcome in the restaurant at Bamberger’s, the premier department store when Gibson was growing up.

Gibson ran for mayor in 1966. He joined the mayoral race only six weeks before the election. Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio was reelected, but Gibson got more votes than expected. Gibson would spend the next four years preparing for the 1970 mayoral campaign.

The following year, the Newark Rebellion occurred. African Americans had little political power in Newark, even though they made up the majority of the people in the city. There were also a lack of jobs and decent housing available to black people. In July of 1967, African Americans in Newark rebelled when a black taxi driver was arrested and beaten by white police officers. Over five days, 26 people died, but the violence sent a message that Newark’s African Americans were no longer willing to be treated as second-class citizens.

In 1970, Gibson ran for office again and won. He became the first African American mayor of a Northeastern city. He assumed the job when Newark was on the verge of bankruptcy, and there were sharp divisions between the black and white people who lived here. His calm temperament and attempts to appeal to different groups helped soothe tensions. He provided jobs in city government for African American and Latino residents, two groups which had previously been excluded from them. Newark was still recovering from the Rebellion of 1967 and Gibson was credited for reviving the city’s economy.

Mayor Gibson also sought aid from state and federal authorities for housing, health, employment, and other needs. He has said he is proudest of creating health centers to improve the well-being of Newark’s citizens.
Kenneth Gibson inspired other African Americans to enter politics. Following his term in office, other Northeastern cities like Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York have elected black mayors.

Gibson also paved the way for other African Americans pursuing important political posts in Newark. When he entered office in 1970, only three City Council members were African American. By the time he retired in 1986, the majority of the City Council was of African American descent.

After unsuccessful runs in 1981 and 1985 for the Democratic nomination for New Jersey governor, Gibson was also defeated in his bid for a fifth consecutive term as mayor by Councilman Sharpe James. Gibson left office in 1986, and ran an engineering consulting business until 1989. In 1998, Gibson said that, “the timing was right” to return to politics. He ran for Essex County Executive but lost in a close vote to James Treffinger.

Gibson’s time as mayor and his life after were far from ideal, but when asked about these challenges in 2005 he observed that “when the history books are written, Ken Gibson’s name will be there.”

In 2016, Gibson made an appearance at The Newark Public Library, inspiring a new generation of Newarkers with stories of his life in and out of politics.

Being the Mayor of a city is an important and challenging job. Would you like to be the mayor? How would you convince people to vote for you? What would you do to help your city?